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Competence by Innovation



on the following pages we would like to give 
you an overview of our numerous activities in the field of bio-
engineering, in particular erosion protection and vegetation 
technology.

BGS offers a wide range of products and solutions that have 
been designed and developed through an intensive and 
problem-oriented exchange of ideas with our customers.

We understand the bioengineering as a link between nature 
and technology.

Therefore erosion protection, greening and restoration  
activities should take place with natural materials based on 
plants and other natural, i.e. biodegradable materials, if pos-
sible.

Especially in recent years we have made significant pro-
gress in this area. Thus, for example, completely new product 
lines, such as WoolTerra ®, were successfully launched on the  
market.

Dear reader,
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The application of bioengineering always  
begins where the vegetation meets vegetation-hostile con-
ditions. Here it is our goal to provide a long-term possibility 
for the establishment of vegetation.

With multiple product and application development, our 
company carried out a competence that we provide our 
clients disposal.

Known, but also entirely new problems in practice, are in-
centive and a challenge to develop proven techniques and 
innovative solutions.

Check our competence, we are happy to help.
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The ecological necessity

The interventions in our  
environment, especially in the last 150 years, 
have already led to initial efforts in 1880, us-
ing natural materials, such as surviving dams 
to construct a bank stabilization.

Since the beginning of the 20th Century, 
these efforts have been intensified, so we 
find ourselves, in particular the Federal Re-
public of Germany and the European Union, 
now at a high technical level in the appli-
cation of biological technologies and pro-
ducts.

Even abroad, e.g. Asia has in recent years 
carefully observed these trends and tech-
nologies in Europe, particularly in Germany.

In some countries, such as for example in 
Japan, now a high sensitivity to the environ-
ment has been developed.

Life materials and bioengineering designs, 
vegetation and greening techniques, and 
erosion control measures are now needed 
globally.

Especially in times of increasingly occurring 
flood and heavy rain events, air and wa-
ter pollution and the growing shortage of 
drinking water quality, ecological construc-
tion methods are required. 

This can not replace in any case the prior 
“hard construction” methods as concrete, 
steel, etc. In many cases it is possible to assist 
natural developments with bio engineering 
technologies and systems, or to come very 
close to a natural development.

Our company has dedicated itself from the 
beginning to this task, as we are sure to find  
for you and with you appropriate solutions.

Important are the appropriate resources. 
BGS uses mostly natural fibers, e.g. coir fibers 
(fiber from coconut), but also Miscanthus 
giganteus chaff, straw, hay or sheep’s wool. 
Furthermore, polylactides (PLA / polylactic 
acid) granules, are used as for the produc-
tion of nonwovens.

The synthetic-based remaining resources, 
are largely limited  on polypropylene (PP) 
one of the currently most environment-neu-
tral plastics.

BGS seeks to minimize the use of materials, 
e.g. PP, steel, etc., and  is continually deve-
loping the systems and products on biode-
gradable bases.

Coir fibers with minimum lengths of 10 - 15 cm are used for BGS productsCoir fibers are pressed into bales, delivered by ship from Asia, e.g. from Sri 
Lanka and India

Miscanthus chaff for ArmaFlor ® slope fascines and blanketsSheep’s wool for the WoolTerra ® product line PLA pellets and nonwoven biodegradables textiles
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BesTex ® erosion control blankets and webbing

BesTex ® offers a wide 
range of erosion control web-
bing, primarily made   of coir 
fibers, however, jute and other 
natural fibers.

We also provide erosion con-
trol blankets made   of coir fiber, 
straw, hay, polylactide (PLA) 
and also from sheep’s wool  
(WoolTerra ®) and combinations 
of polypropylene with and with-
out natural fibers. Please see 
other material combinations, 
e.g. three-dimensional erosion 
control blankets including rock 
fill or erosion control blankets 
with seeding, in the product 
group ArmaFlor ®, Composit ® 
and Wool Terra ®.

In addition to manufacturing 
and distribution of erosion con-
trol blankets and webbing, the 
installation by               

 
or the 

Partners is possible. The pro-
gram is supplemented by nu-
merous mounting options, 
which you may find under the 
product group BesFix ®.

BesTex® coir webbing 700g / m2, 
type VG17

BesTex ® coir webbing 400g / m2, type VG25

BesTex ®  Jute 500 g / m2, type JG 500

Erosion control blankets made   of straw in a 
flood basin in combination with hydroseeding, 

ESM-type H / S

the same location

Straw mat, but with integrated seeds, type 
ArmaFlor ® SM1, in HafenCity, Hamburg

Erosion control blankets made of straw in 
combination with seed blankets, type  

ArmaFlor ® SM1 (Germination has started), on 
the A1 motorway / Germany

BesTex ® erosion control blanket 700g / m2, 
type ESM-K700

Erosion control blanket made of coir fibers  
350 g / m², type ESM-K 350

ArmaFlor ® erosion control blankets made   from 
coir fiber with seeding, type ArmaFlor ® SM3

Combination of ArmaFlor ® seed blankets with 
BesTex ® wattle strings,  FWB type K

Same location: slope angles of 80 ° can be 
protected and vegetated with this system

ArmaFlor ® erosion control blankets made   from 
coir fiber with seeding, after germination

BesTex ® mulch mat, Type MM-P BesTex ® mulch mat, Type MM-O

BesTex ® coir blanket, RFM / 1 after planting 
with ArmaFlor ® plant plugs

BesTex ® three-dimensional erosion control 
blanket Type ESM P / K, with a coir fiber filter

BesTex ® reed mat, type SROM BesTex ® bio-grid for planting works

BesTex ® coir webbing 900g / m2, type VG10 Protective dunes / sand trap fencing 
using ArmaFlor ® coir fence
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The ArmaFlor ® plant program consists primarily 
of reposition plants. The term comes from the Latin 
“reponaere” and means “restoring” or “rehabilitation”.

The reeds planted in waters are subject to special 
conditions, so the qualities of the plants are subject 
to special requirements.

The BGS culture system for reed plugs consists of a 
special substrate, which is a mixture of soil, sand and 
coir fiber, the “coir-peat”,  for most plant species. As 
a result, the proportion of sluicable  substances  are 
reduced to a minimum. These plants are also easily 
establish in waters with hydraulic loads. The major-
ity of the seeding and the cultivation of the plants is 
carried out in the BGS nurseries.

Whether as a multi plug, container plants, or as  
ArmaFlor ® plant plug, a particularly tough version 
of the reed plants - our systems have proven them-
selves for decades and offer a high degree of grow-
ing-safety. Thus, these plants may be used even in 
extreme conditions, eg the greening of revetments, 
e.g. on navigable waters.

ArmaFlor ® reed plugs are pre-cultivated not only as 
individual plants, but also serve as the planting of 
various products of the ArmaFlor ® product line, e.g. 
of coir logs, planted logs or blankets.

The combination of vegetation carriers, e.g.  
ArmaFlor ® coir logs and BesTex ® coir blankets, as 
pre-planted or pre-cultivated final product, are com-
posing together a biological engineering building 
system that sets standards for many years in hydrau-
lic engineering. If you work with ArmaFlor ® plant 
plugs, e.g. type MP5, you will know these plants as 
a very good alternative to traditional herbaceous 
plants.

We offer plants that have been selected from the 
bioengineering practice and today’s requirements.

Especially in the field of sludge of water treatment 
plant (humification), retention ponds or other water 
treatment systems and sewage treatment systems  
ArmaFlor ® plant plugs are used successfully partially 
for decades.

ArmaFlor ® plant plugs

Greenhouses in the BGS nurseries at Battelsweg, Tangstedt / Germany

Wetbeds of ArmaFlor ® reed plugs atthe nursery Hesterhörn , Tangstedt / Germany

Growing pool of ArmaFlor ® reed plugs in 
winter

ArmaFlor ® reed plugs, type MP5/12 
with rhizomes

Multi-trays with ArmaFlor ® reed plugs, type MP5 ArmaFlor ® plant plugs, type RB

BesTex ® bite protection systems 
against water birds

Planting by BGService ® or IBEG-Partners

ArmaFlor ® reed plugs on multi-pot 
trays after sowing
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To perform the planting of reeds on the shore-
line for erosion control, landscaping and rena-
turation quickly and successfully, the ArmaFlor ® 
rollsods and sod pallets were developed.

The sod pallets are used especially in inner-city 
area with a dimension of 1x1m for greening 
tasks.

The rollsods are available in various sizes, pre-
cultivated mainly in the dimensions 5x1m, in the 
nuseries of BGS. Here several planting mixtures 
are available.

ArmaFlor ® rollsods and sod pallets

The reed plants are rooting under optimal condi-
tions in our culture places the organic substrate, 
mainly coir fibers. The development status of Ar-
maFlor ® rollsods and sod pallets and the plant 
vigour guarantee the success of your planting 
action.

The ArmaFlor ® rollsods increase the attractive-
ness of the waters edge not only in urban areas. 
The site-specific plants are compiled under both 
erosion control and visual aspects. The plants are 
from their own, indigenous culture.

The pre-cultivated mats are available from the 

nursery almost all through the year.

Especially on steep banks critical areas are 
covered with reed sods immediately and thus 
protected from erosion. On the larger lakes 
reed stabilizes shorelines and sets them. Fur-
thermore, the reed sods contribute to increas-
ing the self-purifying capacity of the water.

The forced stream of plane reeds, made   of  
ArmaFlor ® rollsods and further BGS products, 
e.g. AquaGreen ® Floating wetland blankets, 
lead to improve to a reduction of the pollu-
tants and hereby water quality.

ArmaFlor ® rollsods, bound by a contract as a special planting 
scheme precultured for a whole vegegtation period for the flood 

dump Rees /  river Rhine / Germany

Wetbeds of ArmaFlor ® rollsods in the BGS nursery at Battelsweg 
/ Tangstedt

Cultivation of sod pallets ArmaFlor ®, RS 1/1

... or in a water purufication system in the german part 
of the Alps

BesTex ®  waterbirds protection during the establishment 
phase of ArmaFlor ® reed sods

ArmaFlor ® sod pallets, RS 1/1 Prepared for shipping (rolled) ArmaFlor ® rollsods during 
the growing season

Transport of ArmaFlor ®rollsods, Type 5/1 SRM,  
in summer

Taylor-made according special planting of  
ArmaFlor ® sod pallets

Bottom of the rooted ArmaFlor ® rollsod

ArmaFlor ® rollsods in a retention pond ... ... or in ponds ...
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Fiber rolls (coir logs)
Slope fascines made by miscanthus chaff, hay or straw
Faggots of wood (brushwood fascines)
Faggots of living material (willow fascines)
Embankment coir bands (slope bands)

ArmaFlor® fascine program

ArmaFlor® fiber/coir rolls 
made of compressed coir fiber are a 
stable and durable structure. They  are 
mainly used in hydraulic engineering to 
secure the embankment toe.

BGS offers two densities, res- 
pectively for the unplanted, and for 
the subsequent planting of ArmaFlor ® 
plant plugs.

Fiber/coir rolls have an optimum popu-
lation structure for plants and support 
the natural development. They replace 
the original faggots of dead and living 
wood, which are only marginal suitable 
with regard to the greening ability, the 
durability of the vegetation period, and 
of the controllability of the hydraulic 
engineering.

For special areas these traditional 
products of bio-engineering are still  
offered by BGS.

In urban areas, especially in ponds, but 
also on surface water courses often 
tropical woods were used to border 
banks. These can also be produced with 
the renewable resource coir fibers as a 
better technical solution.

The fiber/coir rolls are planted with 
wetland plants and create a variety of 
amphibious transition zones.

The ArmaFlor ® fascine program is get-
ting completed furthermore with slope 
fascines which are used in the terrestri-
al but also aquatic area. These are fas-
cines made by straw / hay, Miscanthus 
chaff  or biodegradable nonwovens. In 
particular, the slope fascines based on 
Miscanthus chaff, coated with a bio-
mat, are usable as 100% biodegradable 
version, eg in drainage ditches or on 
depositing sites as a proven alternative 
to faggots. All ArmaFlor ® fascines, ex-
cept faggots, are vegetated. There are 
various options available, which are ex-
plained in the following pages.

Shrub boxes made of ArmaFlor faggots®, type 
HFT, for groyne constructions (reclamation of 

land) at the North Sea

ArmaFlor ® faggots of willow (Salix-species), 
type HFL, for special applications in special 
hydraulic engineering at a construction site 

in Lower Saxony

ArmaFlor ® slope fascines of hay and straw, 
BF-H / S for erosion control in terrestrial areas

ArmaFlor fiber/coir rolls ® (plant logs), type VF, 
with planting after installation as vegetation 

fascine

ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls, type VF, as a em-
bankment toe protection in Belgium

ArmaFlor ® slope fascines, type BF-M, made of 
a non-woven filled with Miscanthus chaff in 

combination with ArmaFlor ® seed blankets of 
coir fibers, type SM-3, in Hamburg / Germany

ArmaFlor ® slope fascines, type BF-M, on a 
stormwater drainage ditch near the A23 

motorway / Germany

ArmaFlor ® coir logs, type VF, prepared 
for shipment in the nursery Hesterhörn, 

Tangstedt / Germany

Transport of ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls, type VF, 
using a barge toget to the installation place on the 

Havel River in Berlin

Multi-layered sheeting in two plug densities, 
type HD (lower layer) and LD (upper layer)

High load capacity of the 
ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls, type VF-HD

Installation of ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls, VF, 
a fishpond

ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls as a design element in a 
theme park in the Netherlands

ArmaFlor ® slope fascines with a filling of 
Miscanthus chaff, type BF-M

Drainage ditch on a country road; the foot of 
the slope was secured with ArmaFlor ® slope 

fascines, type BF-M

ArmaFlor ® embankment coir bands as 
geocells, type FWB-K
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ArmaFlor ® planted logs

Based on the ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls and slope fas-
cines BGS offers a wide range of pre-planted, and precultivated 
planted logs.

The fiber/coir rolls and slope fascines can be installed un-
planted and planted after the installation on-site. To avoid 
this planting effort, the planting can take place already at the 
factory before delivery to our culture places reserved for the 
planting reed-rolls on the basis of ArmaFlor ® fiber/coir rolls or  
ArmaFlor ® slope fascines with Miscanthus filling.

Another possibility, especially for hydraulically loaded wa-
ters, are the precultivated planted logs. These are available in  
different diameters, e.g. pre-cultivated in 20 and 30 cm in our 
nurseries and delivered after root penetration. Other diameters 
and variations can also be pre-planted or cultivated upon re-
quest.

pre-planted and preculivated

ArmaFlor ® planted logs, pre-cultivated, diameter 
300 cm, type ROWA 300, in the wetbeds at the 

nursery Hesterhörn, Tangstedt / Germany

Installation of ArmaFlor ® planted logs, type RW 
pre-planted, in a ditch in Denmark

ArmaFlor ® planted logs, type ROWA, precultivated, 
before loading

Pre-planted ArmaFlor ® planted logs, type RW

Installation of ArmaFlor ® planted logs, 
type ROWA, in the Netherlands

Removal of ArmaFlor ® planted logs, type ROWA, 
from the wetbeds

Planting of berms in place of a river location, right 
after installation, using pre-planted logs, type RW

ArmaFlor ® planted logs, type ROWA, 
few months after installation
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WoolTerra®
Innovative erosion control and planting systems

On slopes, especially in the terrestrial 
area (especially in road construction), but also 
in water-bearing slopes (eg road drainage 
ditches), the problem is frequently that for the 
profiling of a newly manufactured or recon-
structed embankment only poor soil quality 
is available.

Therefore, from these raw soils initially the 
slope profile is getting produced.

In this raw soils topsoil is then additionally 
applied to produce a vegetation-friendly sub-
strate.

In order to obtain the missing links between 
the raw- and topsoil, as well as to reduce the 
usual thickness of the topsoil of 20-30 cm, the 
WoolTerra ® slope fascines and slope grids 
were developed.

This is a 100% biodegradable natural pro-
duct, based on sheep’s wool. It supports the 
moisture and nutrients to promote the esta-
blishment of vegetation, eg to produce a 
closed sward.

Other complementary products from the 
WoolTerra ® program are erosion control blan-
kets, mulch mats, as well seed blankets which 
are provided without the addition of plastic 
nets, etc. 

WoolTerra ® mulch mats, type MM-W

WoolTerra ® seed blankets, type SM-W, on a newly 
manufactured slope at a railroad crossing

Installation of WoolTerra ® slope fascines as geocells the A11 motorway / close to Berlin / Germany

Installation of embankment vegetation on a highway in 
Hamburg with WoolTerra ® slope grids, type BG-W 50/100 and 

installation of ArmaFlor ® seed blankets, type SM1

The raw wool for WoolTerra ® products: 
local sheep’s wool, untreated or treated

WoolTerra ® slope fascines, type BF-W, as a nonwoven geocells. 
Filled with substrate and covered with BesTex ® coir webbing, 

type VG17, in Singapore

Preparing the area for planting Vegetation status 6 months after planting, 
close to the Formula 1 - race track in Singapore

The visible difference in the success of planting - a 
few months after installation in the same place

Test fields on the A3 motorway near Wuerzburg / 
Germany with WoolTerra ® slope fascines, type BF-W, 

and slope grids, type BG-W 50/50
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Roof’X ® greening systems and 

vegetation technology

BGS provides the Roof’X planting 
systems for areas where the vegeta-
tion is the main task, such as erosion 
control, water treatment, etc.  They are   
used for example on rocky or sandy 
slopes, technical structures, as well as 
in the area of object vegetation.

Another area is the treatment of 
cooling and process water, but also 
rain and surface water, which can be 
carried out for example on existing, 
unused roof surfaces with the pre-
cultivated or prefabricated Roof’X ® 
systems.

The product line Roof’X bridges the 
gap between the range ArmaFlor ® 
and Wool Terra ®.

Pre-vegetated Roof`X moss blanket, 
type ESM-MO

Roof `X ® sedum substrate blanket 
after installation and cultivation on a 

container roof

Cultivation of sedum-grass-Roof’X blanket

Roof `X ® Planting systems for foil covers based on customer specification

Roof’X  ® roll sod-/sedum blanket for dry locations

Precultivated Roof’X ® sedum substrate blanket 

The completely vegetated embankment, approximately 6 months 
after installation

... prefabricated as substrate-sedum/roll sod blanket with planting 
on site
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AquaGreen® floating    

planting systems and breeding support 
Aqua Green ® floating islands
XilithFloat ® floating wetland blankets
Aqua Green ® floating wetland blankets
Aqua Green ® floating barriers

Aqua Green ® floating islands, SK:

Floating islands are artificial islands. They were 
developed decades ago by BGS and now in-
stalled in many countries of Europe, Asia and 
North America.

Besides the variant from stainless steel, there 
is additionally a further embodiment in plastic. 
In addition to a green variant, which is planted 
with precultivated ArmaFlor ® fiber blankets, 
there is also a version with a gravelling, which 
is mainly used as a breeding raft and habitat 
replacement, eg for terns.

Due to the high buoyancy volume, for example 

installations on the water (ventilation systems, 
solar installations, etc.) can be realized on this 
system.

The floating islands are mobile and removable 
and they adapt to the changing water levels.

Also, the individual elements in a triangular 
shape (equilateral triangle) can be increased 
or decreased in different variants as a whole 
module. They are almost totally maintenance 
free and create artificial habitats that provide 
a very natural look.

Use as a wave attenuation system is possible.

Aqua Green ® floating islands for greening on a 
lake in Warsaw / Poland

Aqua Green ® floating islands, type SK30A, before 
planting, eg as a combination of 6 individual 

elements

Combination of the SK30A + SK30B as a green 
version and as a breeding raft in Japan

Aqua Green ® floating island, type SK30A, as a 
single element on a fish pond

Preparation of the assignment of a floating island 
group with gravel as nesting raft

... or in a plastic version of a stormwater retention 
basin, type SK24A

XylithFloat ® elements with trained rhizosphere 
on the underside

XilithFloat® 

floating wetland blanket:

As another special variant the  
XilithFloat® floating wetland blanket 
was born.

This version is also covered with coir 
fiber, Miscanthus chaff (depending on 
the locations and conditions) and as a 
base with Xilit, a product of the brown 
coal mining.

Hereby the water gets extracted from 
further nutrients and a kind of nutrient 
store is created for the precultivated 
ArmaFlor ® fiber blankets, which get 
placed on the vegetation and module 
carrier blankets.

Combination example of an Aqua Green ®  floating island

XylithFloat ® elements
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Aqua Green ® 

floating barriers:

As a green and floating variant our 
Aqua Green ® floating barriers  are 
in use as floating barriers. 

E.g. as a barrier (oil barrage), but 
also for the greening of bulkheads 
/ concrete walls including visu-
ally impaired embankments. The 
baffles are fitted with and without 
immersion aprons, depending on 
local conditions.

Cultivation of Aqua Green® 
Floating barriers in Singapore...

Aqua Green® 
Floating barriers on a lake in  

Bavaria / Germany

Flowgate in a stormwater retention 
basin on a motorway in Germany

... or as a running catch on a  
drainage ditch

Aqua Green ® floating barriers as 
greening of a concrete basin

Aqua Green ® floating barriers on a pond 
of a car manufacturer in Germany

Aqua Green ® floating wetland blankets, type SRD, as 
a compensatory measure to the national gardenshow 

‘BUGA‘ 2009 in Schwerin / Germany 

Landscaping at the zoo in  
Gelsenkirchen / Germany

Aqua Green ® floating wetland blankets 
on a drinking water reservoir in Spain, 

about 5500 m²

Same location of the site, with gaps 
to salvage the biomass of the annual 

cut back

Aqua Green ® floating wetland blankets 
in a wastewater treatment facility to 

treat the discharge water

As a walk-in custom-made type in 
Singapore, in combination with 

RepoFloat ® floating rope

In fish ponds as a spawning ground

Aqua Green ® 

floating wetland blankets:

In waters with low velocity and waves nor-
mally in the amphibious zone between land 
and water reed beds and riparian vegetation 
is growing. A habitat and a natural river bank 
protection is created in this area.

But steep banks, e.g. of storage and lakes, 
offer no room for spontaneous settle-
ment of reeds and their development. Here 
AquaGreen ® floating wetland blankets, type 
SRD, can take important functions as struc-
tural elements in the complex aquatic life 
community. As a component or element of 
landscape design Aqua Green ® floating wet-
land blankets are creating habitats for aqua-
tic and amphibian fauna and flora. Another 
benefit is the self-purification capacity of the 
water, due to the vegetation on the Repo-
Float ® floating blanket carriers, eg by  using 
precultivated ArmaFlor ® roll sods. The use in 
hydro-botanical gutters, water purification 
and various special designs for greening and 
design tasks is possible.

The lift capacity of the RepoFloat ® vegeta-
tions carrier blanket can be increased  by us-
ing RepoFloat ® floating elements depend-
ing on local conditions.

RepoFloat ® element (bottom), during 
the pre-vegetation period in a BGS 

nursery

... in Schwerin / Germany as waste-protection in 
a marina

... and for the revegetation of concrete walls 
in Japan

AquaGreen® floating    

planting systems and breeding support 
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BesTec® rock roll /rock logs

In the field of hydraulic engineering,

for example, the protection o a slope foot where 
fascines can not be used for hydraulic reasons, 
BesTec ® rock rolls are used successfully since 
many decades.

Even at high flow rates the rock rolls have a safe 
determination of the embankment thanks to 
their flexibility in a highly tear-resistant specialty 
networks to adapt them to the shore morphol-
ogy. The rock rolls are all ready to be filled and 
compacted and delivered offer over traditional 
construction systems, eg in steel or loose riprap, 
much better life with respect to durability and 
reliability.

The spaces between the stones provide a habitat 
for a variety of organisms. The planting of reeds 
ArmaFlor ® bale or by the planting of vegetation 
systems of the composite ® is easy. Variations to 
accommodate vegetation, e.g. the rock roll are 
also available.

Also, a special filling materials e.g. gravel, lava, 
etc. is possible.

Multi-layer installation of BesTec ® rock logs and 
landscaping with ArmaFlor ® plant plugs in Olden-

burg, Lower Saxony / Germany

BesTec ® gravel logs, type GSW, 
with internal filter

Flexible and durable: BesTec ® rock logs, 
Diameter 200 cm, Type STW200

Rapid loading and unloading and installation by 
BesLift ® traverses

Ready-to-install delivery to the site, already filled ...

... or local production on site by BGService ® with 
mobile BesTec ® filling devices

BesTec ® nettings are highly resilient and have a 
lifespan of several decades

Flat sheeting as BesTec ® rock log mattresses,  
type STWM

Parallel to the slope construction the filling of the 
BesTec ® rock logs takes place on site, 

e.g. by BGService ®

Installation of BesTec ® rock logs by BGService ®    
in Belgium

Protection of a reed planting on a lake by  
BesTec ® rock logs
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BesTec ® special revetments / rip-rap systems

Where are strong currents and 
high waves, and a flat bank is not possible, a massive 
erosion protection is necessary. Revetments are there-
fore indispensable to protect waterways. Too often 
only technical and economic issues were critical to the 
revetment construction in the past.

The BesTec ® special revetments are security systems 
available for different applications, both economically 
and ecologically, allowing a convenient solution.

BGS offers beside to the classic river (Reno) mattresses 
made   of galvanized wire, which are placed unfilled 
at the installation site and then filled with stones for 
water constructions, the corresponding development 
of the BesTec ® revetments, type chamber revetment 
(KDW) and type chamber rock revetment (SKM).

It is possible to fill the revetment elements in advance, 
regardless of installation locations and times, and 
transport it by appropriate BesLift ® lifting devices, 
provided by BGS, to the customer and install them.

The chamber rock revetments mattress as a lighter 
version compared to the chamber revetments, are an 
alternative for applications on waters of the second 
order and other applications.

Both variants revetment meet the technical require-
ments as support and assurance system.

BesTec ® chamber rock revetments at the Baltic Sea BesTec ® chamber rock revetments at a fish pass at the Treene 
near the Danish border

Installation of BesTec ® chamber rock revetments at the Lech Walesa Airport in Gdansk-/ Poland

BesTec ® chamber rock revetments, type SKM, are made of 
a completely knottless-mesh net box with interior mesh 

dividers, here is the variant with 5 chambers

Ready for installation on site due to pre-production  
by BGService®

Installation of BesTec ® chamber rock revetments to repair a flood 
point in Saxony / Germany

Series of experiments of BesTec ® revetment systems  
in the flow channel at a german university 

Installation of BesTec ® chamber rock revetments, type SKM, 
at a drainage sewer at the North Sea

BesTec ® chamber rock revetments at a conduit n Leipzig/
Germany
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The revetment elements are 
flexible, hard and thanks to its flexibility  
adaptable to the planum. It requires signifi-
cantly less stones than with a traditional stone 
revetment production (loose rock fill) and it 
can be done faster and more accurate.

The production can take place close to the 
construction site by means of the BesTec ® 
mobile device fabrication, depending on the 
magnitude. So the already completed ele-
ments can be thus installed in the completed 

BesTec ® chamber rock revetments in conjunction 
with integrated fish bristle elements ...

... or prepared for the installation of the elements ... ... with subsequent installation of the fish bristle elements

Covering and sowing of 
BesTec ® chamber revetments to protect a flood wall 

along the river Rhine at Cologne / Germany

Installation of BesTec ® chamber revetments, 
type KDW, in the entry area of the river Elbe / Germany

Installation of BesTec ® chamber  revetments, 
type KDW, by a BesLift ® head bar lifting device

Thanks to the highly tear-resistant and flexible 
BesTec ® network boxes an adaptation to the ground 

is possible

Vegetation by succession on a 
branch of the river Elbe in the tidal area, 

near Hamburg / Germany

Greening of BesTec ® chamber rock revetments with 
pre-cultivated Composit ® planting systems at the river 

Boize in Mecklenburg-West-Pomerania / Germany

Precultured BesTec ® chamber revetments, 
installation at the river Trave in Lübeck / Germany

Greening of BesTec ® chamber revetments by  
Composit ® vegetation system, type DW-V, 

long-lasting, even in ice conditions at a river in 
East-Germany

Planting of BesTec ® chamber revetments with  
ArmaFlor ® plant plugs at the Oder-Spree Canal

section for immediate erosion corrosion pro-
tection.

Due to the monolithic structure of the 
BesTec® revetment systems significant ma-
terial get saved compared to loose riprap. A 
uniform planum can be produced thanks to 
the self-contained power boxes with built-in 
network partitions. Specialized networks are 
used for a decade-long lasting impact. These 
have proven themselves.

By this construction, a uniform contact is pos-
sible with a minimum of voids beneath the 
netting box. A perfect bank revetments is 
quickly and efficiently produced.

The BesTec ®  revetment series is comple-
mented by the slope rock revetments of the 
Composit ® series as well as greening systems 
of the same product line.

BesTec ® special revetments
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Composit® vegetation systems

To complement and for land-
scaping the BesTec ® product line, the Com-
posit ® vegetation systems were developed.

These are made up of various components / 
product parts and they are used in particular 
for the greening of BesTec ® revetments and 
rock logs, but also for the greening of foils or 
hard plantable sites.

Many basic products, e.g. the slope rock mat 
(Type BSM), the foil vegetation mat (Type 
DW-V) or the three-dimensional erosion con-
trol blankets, are among the extensive Com-
posit ® program.

Depending on the specific needs of the order 
they may be pre-cultured or assembled tailor-
made.

Cultivation of Composit ® film greening systems, 
type RRB

Planting of a static fire pond with 
Composit ®, type RRB

Same location, a few weeks laterLandscaping with Composit ®, type RRB, at a pond 
on a golf course in Spain

Greening of BesTec ® revetments 
using Composit ® type DW-V

Installation at the Boize in 
Mecklenburg-West-Pomerania 

in combination with BesTec ® revetments

Installation of vegetation elements, 
type DW-V, on covered BesTec ® revet-

ments in Stralsund / Germany

Same location in winter

Composit ® slope rock mattresses, type BSM, 
unplanted

Composit ® slope rock mattresses, easy to load 
and unload. 

With BesLift ® truss a fast installation  
is guaranteed

Slope rock mat as erosion protection for a flood 
wall in Cologne

Cross-section of the ArmaFlor ® slope turf mattress 
on the basis of the Composit ® slope rock mattress

Cultivation of the Composit ® slope grass mattresses, 
type BG-M, based on the Composit ® slope rock 

mattresses

Installed to protect the bridge ... or in flood basins

DW-V - elements during the prevegegation
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Expertise in consulting, conception and execution

The development of our products and the ability to innovate in 
product development reflects the experience of more than 30 
years in ecological river, as well as in erosion protection.

We are happy to pass this knowledge by BGS and the IBEG-
partners on to our customers and partners. Advice and planning  
assistance are an integral part our performance and are rendered 
by

In addition to the production, cultivation and product develop-
ment by BGS, we also offer the installation of these products. If you 
want to work with our products and systems,without knowing how 
they get installed correctly, you may get an appropriate consulta-
tion with our employees so that fundamental error in the installa-
tion and maintenance can be avoided. The sometimes neglected 
details of the planning design are excluded from the outset.

We are happy to offer you, together with our IBEG-partners, our 
complete service, starting from monitoring to installation: quick, 
inexpensive, competently.

Particularly in the technology of retention soil filters, but also for 
sludges of water treatment BGS provides in addition to the plan-
ting service and other vegetation-technical works, as well as the 
erosion control on slopes, the full service, including the growing 
control through monitoring.

The following routine controls, e.g. of the vegetation, are as well 
part of our services.

Use our expertise in planning, production, installation and 

subsequent monitoring.

Planting of retention basins Monitoring the growth of plants

Planting of sludges - converting systems of 
sewage plants

Fertilization and maintenance

Monitoring even after ... ... starting up

Plant protection and ... ... care

ArmaFlor ® reed plugs for retention bassins and 
sludges

Monitoring a series of tests ... ... e.g. at universities



The International  Bio Engineering Group (IBEG) 

is the international association of BGS partners 

abroad. To many of these partners a close contact is 

existing since many years and decades, .

The IBEG is continually being expanded, so 

that BGS partners almost in all continents, are  

working with products, developed and delivered 

by BGS in the fields of bioengineering, erosion pro-

tection, optimization of water quality and vegeta-

tion technology.
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BGS International

The  
International Bio Engineering Group  

(IBEG®) 

Therefore our customers in Germany have the 

advantage to be a part of this exchange of  

experience processes and the German market also  

benefits from the product enhancements or 

modifications.

As our national clients are partially working on 

an international level, synergetic effects may be 

used . Thus, numerous websites are available in 

the respective national language, e.g. Japanese, 

English, French, Italian as well as corresponding 

documentations and catalogues.

For further informations please visit our international website www.bestmann-green-systems.com



BGS Worlwide...

Google 2011, the site evaluation www.bestmann-green-systems.de: 
The number of requests is illustrated in shades of green

BGS offers a wide range of technical documentation in the form of the product catalog 
as well as additional information leaflets on CD-ROM.

These documents include detailed descriptions, drawings, specifications and standard 
specifications for sales texts.

You also get the latest information on new developments, applications and an over-
view of the activities of the BGS group on our websites 
www.bestmann green-and-systems.de, www.bestmann-green-systems.com and on our 
special web sites: www.drahtsteinkörbe.de, röhrichtwalzen.de, WoolTerra.de, röhrich-
tmatten.de, steinwalzen.de, erosionsschutzmatte.de, faschinen.de, kammerdeckwerk.
com, retentionsbodenfilter.de, floating-insel.de, steinmatratzen.de.

The professional information and 

documentation system:

The worldwide interest in the contents of the BGS website is constantly increasing, so our 
technologies and systems are becoming increasingly popular internationally.


